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The simultaneous appearance of these two works, both written by scholars from the University of Texas at Austin, provides an opportunity to evaluate two opposing trends in the study of Romani/Gypsy communities. Barany’s book represents an attempt by a mainstream academic to incorporate the discussion of Romani communities into a methodological framework in political science, a discipline which has hitherto granted the Roma only minimal attention. Hancock’s publication on the other hand is a call, by a writer of Romani origin, on his audience of readers to align their views and images of the Roma away from mainstream scholarship, and instead with the self-representation of Romani culture and history by the political movement of Romani intellectuals. Barany assumes the role of expert–consultant, closing his discussion with a series of recommendations to policymakers (‘Suggestions for a long-term program of Romani integration for East European governments’; Barany, pp. 344–53). Hancock’s role is that of an educator, and each of his chapters ends with a series of test-yourself questions (e.g. ‘Antigypsyism is the cumulation of several different factors over time. What are they?’; Hancock, p. 63; or ‘Where does the “gypsy image” come from?’; p. 69). In their separate ways, and pursuing different goals, both authors are scholarly authorities laying a claim to a descriptive analysis, while taking on the responsibility to provide guidance toward action and intervention.
Barany sets out to examine two contradicting assumptions about the factors that shape state policy toward marginalised minorities. The first is that the form of regime will determine state policy, which in turn will be responsible for changes in the conditions of the marginal group. The second is that state policies are themselves a response to (changing) country-specific conditions. The two approaches are put to the test by comparing the conditions of the Romani minorities in eastern Europe under four different regime types, in different periods: The Imperial regime of the Ottoman and Habsburg empires (1500–1918), the Authoritarian states in the inter-war period (1918–45), the Socialist states (1945–89), and the Emerging Democracies (1989–2000). The yardstick for comparing the minority’s ‘conditions’ is an assessment of Marginality and Ethnic Mobilisation.

Part I of the book (pp. 23–80) is devoted to a textbook-like narrative in which Barany first explains the notions and definitions of regimes (Empires, Authoritarian states, State-Socialist systems, Democracies), and then goes on to elaborate on the criteria for assessing Marginality and Mobilisation. The foregone conclusion is, not surprisingly, that the Roma are a marginal group: ‘the quintessential strangers, who can be scarcely considered ‘dominant’ or ‘central’ in any context’ (Barany, pp. 62–3). Note that Barany consistently speaks of ‘marginal’ and ‘marginality’, rather than ‘marginalised’ and ‘marginalisation’, but defines ‘marginality’ as ‘the condition of being subordinated to or excluded by others’ (Barany, p. 2). Although few would disagree with the overall impression of Romani marginality, the more specific definition offered by Barany—the absence of any central role—might well be challenged by social anthropologists who attribute to the Roma a dominant role at least in traditional mobile service economies, a factor which Barany does not seem to take into account at all.

As criteria for Ethnic Mobilisation, Barany discusses such factors as solidarity and social capital, leadership and organisations, symbols and communication. While challenging Stewart’s (1997) view that Roma lack an ethnic identity, Barany focuses on the absence of awareness as a cohesive group and the identification instead with a tribe or subgroup, as factors impeding political unity. He rightly points out the absence of a tradition of organisations and mobilisation, and the absence until recently of national symbols, a written language, leadership and political opportunities. The argument is made from an historical perspective, of course, and contrasts with narratives like that of Hancock, who makes a point of emphasising the existence of symbols, a written language, and a leadership, but would nevertheless not
be able to deny that their emergence is recent, and their diffusion limited to a small number of intellectuals and not characteristic of Romani populations as a whole.

Contradictory viewpoints are nonetheless apparent even within Barany’s text. On the one hand he mentions the absence of national symbols, but on the other he adopts the term *porajmos* to denote the genocide against Roma in World War II; the term was invented by Hancock, it is used by only a handful of activists, many of them non-Roma, and it is unknown to most Roma, including relatives of victims and survivors. On the one hand Barany argues that ‘all Roma to some extent share the same origins, language, culture’ (Barany, p. 77) only to add half a page further down that ‘There is no one Romani language but rather several major and dozens of minor dialects’ (ibid.). What Barany means, presumably, is that there is no recognised written standard in Romani. Where he got the impression of ‘major’ versus ‘minor’ dialects is unclear, and it seems that he does not fully realise that the absence of a written standard is not an extraordinary feature of Romani, but that it is characteristic of the majority of the world’s languages, including most minority and regional languages of Europe (such as Scottish Gaelic, Sardinian, Frisian, or Saami). This is unfortunately rather typical of the way Barany uses second-hand information throughout the book; I will return to more examples below.

Part II of the book (pp. 83–153) is an historical discussion of Gypsy marginality in ‘non-democratic systems’. This part, which is supposed to be essential in lending the book its theoretical depth (for, without the examination of Roma in ‘non-democratic systems’ the impact of democracies on the Roma can hardly be assessed on a comparative basis), is based entirely on secondary sources, almost all of them published in the 1990s, and none at all that pre-date the 1960s. There is no use of original archive material such as official policy documents or legislation, from any period, not even from the communist era. Still, as a beginner’s introduction to the history of four centuries of Gypsy-related government policy in Europe, Barany’s Part II is a rather useful text. As for the theory aspect, the radical differences between the Ottoman empire’s policy of tolerance, and the Habsburg policy of intrusion, lead Barany to dispel the notion that a certain type of regime will generate a predictable policy. This is not surprising. The differences between the two empires are not unknown, and Barany contributes little by way of discovery.

Somewhat more interesting, but again not particularly novel, is his observation that the policies of authoritarian states toward Roma were influenced
not primarily by the socio-economic status of the Roma, nor by popular attitudes toward the Roma, but by the states’ own quest for self-preservation and control. While pre-communist Europe typically exercised its control over the Gypsies through exclusion, communist states introduced a policy of ‘fundamental inclusion’. Here too, Barany reiterates some well-known observations, namely that assimilationist policies never helped the Roma leave their position of marginality, although the extent of their socio-economic marginality was reduced, and they did not have to fear for their physical safety. But without any original research into the behind-the-scenes of decision-making processes (for instance through interviews with participants, or an examination of conference minutes), it is of course impossible for Barany to shed new light on the roles of individuals and personal attitudes and agendas in the processes that shaped policy toward the Roma.

Part III, which is devoted to the ‘Gypsies in emerging democracies’ (pp. 157–331), is the most extensive, and, being of contemporary relevance, might be expected to convey the most authoritative message. However, in its first chapter, that on ‘the socio-economic impact of regime change’ (pp. 157–201), the reader is confronted with statements such as ‘In Budapest Roma commit 80 per cent of all burglaries and 95 per cent of pocket pickings’ (Barany, p. 181), or ‘In Bulgaria, 88 per cent of group rapes in 1994 were committed by Roma’ (Barany, p. 183). The sources are press reports, but shockingly (to this reader, at least) the citations are not presented in order to illustrate the attitudes and nature of press reports on Roma during the 1990s, but rather as a reliable statistic, which the political scientist uses as a basis for his assessment of Romani behaviour in eastern Europe post-1990.

Most essays on Romani history and political science have so far been written by activists, not by descriptive analysts. The past few years have seen the beginnings of a discussion context in political science and history that is de-coupled from an activist agenda. A significant portion of Barany’s Part III deals with Romani mobilisation (pp. 202–40), the responses of state and international institutions to Romani lobbying, and the overall Romani situation in the emerging democracies (pp. 241–324). Here Barany finally draws on interviews with key players and observers of the Romani political movement. It is one of the first attempts to contribute to the transparency of Romani politics, with insights into the structure of organisations and their scope of activities, their sources of support, their successes and the issues which they have been debating since the early 1990s. Once again, it is a kind of beginner’s guide to the who’s and how’s of Romani politics.
Although the overall picture might be interpreted as one of a thriving political scene, with numerous attempts at political participation at local and regional levels, Barany’s overall assessment is critical. He regards solidarity as weak, leadership as poor, resources as absent, accountability as lacking, and organisations as too strongly proliferated. Nevertheless, he acknowledges that through their organisations, the Roma have gained a political presence in eastern Europe which is now accepted as legitimate. The US-government sponsored Project on Ethnic Relations (PER) emerges in Barany’s narrative as one of the most serious players. Its elitist, carefully choreographed moves amid the official scenery, and its lack of any grassroots baggage, make PER seem like your cooked-to-order Romani diplomatic corps. The role that PER plays in the agenda of US foreign policy in post-communist Europe, a political scientist’s potential scoop, seems to have entirely escaped the author’s attention.

An even greater gap is the issue of post-1990 westwards migration of Roma. Barany cites a number of newspaper reports on the subject, but completely misses the impact of processes such as the pro-asylum mobilisation on the one hand, and the anti-Roma press and violent attacks targeting Romani migrants on the other, on western European policymaking. The section on international organisations (Barany, p. 267–73) lists key activities, but says nothing about the motivations of, or the pressures on, organisations such as the Council of Europe or OSCE to get involved. Barany seems to have no intimate familiarity with, and little interest in, the tactics and strategies of the key players.

The list of inaccuracies is also long, and just a few examples follow. Barany (p. 243) writes that ‘In 1991 alone, thousands of Roma left Macedonia for the German state of Nord-Rhein-Westphalia’. No source for the statement is provided. The reason for singling out Upper-Rhine-Westphalia (the proper English name; alternatively, German: Nordrhein-Westfalen) is presumably the fact that in early 1990 (with just a gentle spillover into 1991) it was the scene of demonstrations, led by Rudko Kawczynski’s Rom & Cinti Union (later re-named Roma National Congress), by thousands of Roma from Macedonia who had arrived in Germany in previous years and were facing expulsion; but there was no Romani exodus from Macedonia specifically targeting NRW at this time. Barany was either misled, or misinterpreted his source. On p. 250 Barany discusses right-wing extremism in Germany in the early and mid-1990s, and government action in response to it. In this connection, he writes that ‘as a gesture of goodwill to the Roma the Bonn
government opened a Gypsy cultural center in Heidelberg in 1997’ (ibid.). In fact, the Heidelberg-based Documentation and Culture Centre of German Sinti and Roma, as it is called officially, was established formally in 1989 as part of a compensation package for the Nazi genocide on Roma and Sinti. In 1997, the centre merely inaugurated its new exhibition building, which had been under construction since the early 1990s.

On pp. 262–3 Barany praises the successes of Kawczynski’s Roma National Congress, saying among other things that ‘it also successfully campaigned for the establishment of the European Roma Rights Center’. In fact, the establishment of the ERRC had nothing to do with the Roma National Congress, except for the fact that Kawczynski was invited to join the ERRC board. (The RNC did however campaign for a ‘European Roma Rights Charter’, a treaty that would be signed by governments, granting Roma international protection in Europe—unsuccessfully.) Since language and communication were named by the author as factors in ethnic mobilisation, Barany returns to the issue, on p. 266. We are told that

the Romani language has undergone extensive mutations into dialects so different from each other that they are no longer mutually comprehensible. Spanish Gypsies, for instance, can no longer communicate with their brethren in Macedonia.’ (ibid.)

In fact, Spanish Gypsies abandoned Romani in the late eighteenth century. They do not speak Romani, but Spanish.

Apart from the inaccuracies and contradictions, the most irritating aspect of Barany’s book is, paradoxically, also its principal strength: It seems almost as though the author is working with lists, ticking off boxes as he sweeps through his coverage of types, tokens, criteria, and factors. The surface-level impression is that of an exhaustive survey of Romani political and social status—in different periods, in different regime types, and in different countries, all assessed according to a transparent set of criteria. The problem is that political processes do not quite work like that. They depend on the identities, visions, and agendas of players in positions of influence, on a series of circumstances and individual key events (about which Barany tells us little, and seems to have found out little), and, in the case of the Roma, on a complex set of social, cultural and socio-psychological factors that have shaped European societies’ images of Roma, an issue to which Barany devotes a minimal amount of space.

European images of Roma are precisely the issue that preoccupies Hancock. His book is presented as an introductory textbook on Roma, written
from an insider perspective, giving the reader the (politically) correct and authentic view of Romani history, culture, and politics. From the onset, the narrator voice appears in the form of ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘our’—establishing the collective of insiders, and the demarcation between insiders and outsiders. This is applied even in relation to the Romani language, which Hancock calls ‘our language’ (Hancock, pp. xxii and ff.; also ch. 14, pp. 139–49), although he is not a native speaker of Romani, but learned it as an adult, after being trained in linguistics. Nonetheless, the ‘we’-narrative is there to emphasise authenticity and authority, both factual and moral. Hancock’s text does not only aim at informing the reader about Romani life. It also sets out to diminish the reader’s confidence in both popular images of Gypsies, and in mainstream scholarship on Gypsies (the authors of which are referred to in the book as ‘western scholars’), which Hancock portrays in numerous places in the text as potentially or overtly racist or otherwise hostile to the Roma. In some ways, Hancock seems to be imitating, in spirit at least, Said’s (1979) *Orientalism*. The latter opens like this:

Unlike the Americans, the French and British—less so the Germans, Russians, Spanish, Portuguese, Italians, and Swiss—have had a long tradition of what I shall be calling Orientalism, a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s special place in European Western Experience. The Orient is not only adjacent to Europe; it is also . . . one of its deepest and most recurring images of the Other. (Said 1979: 3)

Hancock introduces his book like this:

Although we Romanies have lived in Europe for hundreds of years, almost all popular knowledge about us comes not from socializing with our people at first hand, for we generally live apart from the rest of the population, but from the way we are depicted in stories and songs and in the media. (Hancock, p. xvii)

Unlike Said’s *Orientalism*, though, Hancock’s book is written for readers with just an average level of education, in an entirely non-technical, easily accessible style, and with plenty of illustrations. The first four chapters deal with Romani history. Hancock explains the Indian origin and westward migration, the period of slavery in the Romanian principalities (referred to simply as the ‘Balkans’), migrations and persecutions within Europe, and the Holocaust. The key events tend to carry a Romani title—thus ‘*O Teljaripe*: The move out of India’, ‘*O Aresipe*: Arrival in Byzantium’, or *O Baro Porrajmos*: The Holocaust’—leaving the impression with the reader that these are established Romani terms, and hence, by implication, that there is an established
Romani historiography. In fact, it is in this book itself that Hancock introduces most of these terms, and establishes the historiography. Thus the text functions both as a normative, moral–intellectual road map, and at the same time as a descriptive account of that very norm; it is, in many parts, a construction, to use the cultural theorist's term, presented as an analysis.

The next two chapters deal with the roots of antigypsyism and images of the Roma. They are followed by descriptions of various aspects of Romani culture, including religious beliefs, cuisine (including recipes), health and traditional medicine, and a chapter on language. Unlike classic ethnographic or linguistic discussions, which are based on a set of context-bound observations, Hancock's narrative is general, not related to any specific community, and although it is quite possibly illuminating to the target audience, it is remarkably undifferentiated. Ironically, most of the customs discussed (including the description of language, followed by an appendix on 'Romani grammar'), are typical primarily of (some) (northern) Vlax Romani communities. Hancock himself however is not of Vlax Romani origin, and his observations in these chapters, which contain the most specific and intimate details of Romani culture, are not an insider's perspective at all. In a 'we'-narrative one might have expected the author to share with us an account of his own life, or that of his relatives, or the family and community in which he was raised, but those are conspicuously missing.

A short chapter devoted to the question 'How European are Romanies?' (pp. 77–9) appears to hint at tensions between the line employed by European Romani activists, who tend to emphasise Romani identity as 'true European'—not only in the sense of belonging, but, more often, in the sense of belonging to Europe as a whole rather than to an individual country or region—and Hancock's narrative, which is strongly influenced by American minority discourse, where 'European' is associated with the dominant culture, whereas the 'underdogs' are non-European. (The argument which Hancock actually cites explicitly against overemphasis of a European identity, is the dispersal of Roma beyond Europe.)

Further chapters include 'How to interact with Romanies' (in part an exposure of stereotypes on Gypsies, in part a list of concrete suggestions); 'The emergence of Romani organizations' searches for the roots of Romani nationalism in the showcase-coronations of the Romani 'kings' from the Kwiek family in Poland of the 1930s. It continues to the formation of the International Romani Union and other political groups. The chapter on 'Contributions, accomplishments and persons of note' consists mainly of a list of
prominent persons of Romani origin. Among the names that might surprise the reader are Charlie Chaplin (who is reported to have filmed ‘The Great Dictator’ in protest against the treatment of Gypsies in Germany; p. 129), David Essex, Rita Hayworth, and—Bill Clinton.

Although the book lays a claim to scholarly authority, it is clear that it is not a research work, and should not be judged as such. Hancock contributes little that is unknown to the research community. Rather, it is the way in which he sets out to break what he regards as the mainstream (‘western scholarly’) monopoly on knowledge about Roma—the anti-Orientalist spirit of the book—that is of interest. The alternative image of the Roma, which Hancock tries to convey, has two principal components. The first is the emphasis on Indian nationhood. Beyond its sheer informative value in relation to language and origins, the Indian identity also provides a slot in the cultural mosaic into which Gypsies can be accommodated. Technically speaking, in the textbook it serves as a kind of lifeline to the reader, a substitute to traditional images of Gypsies. In fact, it conveys the much deeper significance that knowledge of the Indian origin has for Romani intellectuals: It allows them to free themselves of the pitfalls of adopting the Gaje view of Roma as merely a socially-deprived, marginal caste that emerged from nowhere and has nowhere to go. The Indian origin makes nationhood plausible, and so to Romani intellectuals it is a key to their self-awareness, self-confidence, and assertiveness.

The second component is the victim narrative. This too is an alternative to the traditional image, but it goes beyond that, assigning direct and exclusive responsibility for the marginal status of Roma to the majority, Gaje society. The victim narrative is therefore a principal mobilising momentum in the text. It calls upon Roma to pursue their own agenda with pride, rather than feel ashamed of their origin, or inferior to the Gaje; it calls upon Gaje to show sympathy, solidarity, and loyalty; and it calls upon the reader to reject scholarship that does not portray the Roma in a way that is approvable to Hancock.

The best example for the application of the victim narrative is Hancock’s discussion of Romani origins. Against the mainstream view that the Roma descend from migrant castes of commercial nomads or peripatetics from India, and that the name ‘rom’ is cognate with ‘dom’, ‘lom’, and the Indian caste-name ‘ḍom’, Hancock suggests that the Roma descend from a caste of warriors, the Rajputs, who were brought to Europe against their will, and were forced into the type of service occupations—metalwork, for example—
for which they are known in Europe. The suggestion has its origins already in Pischel’s (1883) comment that the Roma may have left India to escape war and civil unrest, and in De Goeje’s (1903) theory of a population of camp-followers, who were taken prisoner by the Byzantines at Ain-Zarba. The idea was later picked up by Kochanowski (1968) and Rishi (1983), who had turned the earlier speculations into an even much looser fantasy about the exact percentages of Brahmin priests and Kshatriya warriors among the Roma’s ancestors, and about the times and places, more or less to the day and the kilometre, through which they passed.

Against the historical background of Muslim invasions of India, Hancock suggests that the Romani warriors left India in pursuit of their military opponents. There is of course no documentary evidence to link the Romani exodus from India either with this particular, or with any other specific chain of historical events. Hancock turns instead to linguistic data. There are two reasons for this. First, the connection between the Roma and India had been made originally on the basis of linguistic analyses. Linguistic ‘proof’ of the Rajput theory might therefore seem just as plausible. Second, Hancock is a linguist by profession, and although he has never published his arguments for a Rajput origin in any linguistic periodical or even presented them in any professional forum of specialists in this field, his authority and reputation as a linguist provide the necessary credentials—at least in a popular forum such as the book under review. Since the linguistic argument is central to the claim, and since the claim to a Rajput origin is central to the thrust and message of the book, I will review the argument more closely.

Hancock writes:

almost all of the words [in Romani] having to do with metalwork are Greek, and this leads us to believe that blacksmithing was not a particular skill brought from India, because the basic vocabulary would otherwise be Indian; and so it also tells us that metalworking as a profession was acquired in the Byzantine Empire or in Greece. (Hancock, p. 10)

What Hancock is doing here is taking a rather well-established methodological argument from comparative linguistics, and turning it on its head. Since the beginnings of the comparative study of Indo-European languages it has been accepted that the presence of a word in a language means that speakers are familiar with the concept that it represents. If several related languages share a cognate word—in form and meaning, even with slight phonological and/or semantic modifications—then it can be assumed that the word
was present in the ancestral or ‘proto-’ language from which these idioms all
descend; and therefore, that the concept denoted by the word was familiar to
the ancestral or ‘proto-’ population. By compiling an inventory of such words
and the concepts that they represent, historical linguists claim to be able to
reconstruct a so-called ‘ecological space’ that contains those features of ge-
ography, flora, or fauna that were expressed in the ancient vocabulary, and so
are likely to have been present in the ancient habitat (see e.g. Peiros 1997).

However, the method does not work in reverse: The absence of a word
traceable to the proto-language does not necessarily mean that the concept
was unknown to the ancient population, for there are various reasons why
the label used for a particular concept might have been renewed, and the old
word abandoned. The borrowing of a word from a neighbouring language
is one such reason. Thus, English lacks ‘native’ Germanic terms for the kin
concept ‘uncle’ or for the verb ‘to depart’, though it would seem inconceiv-
able that the concepts were unknown to Anglo-Saxon settlers in the fifth
century, or throughout early medieval times, until the Norman conquest. In
fact, we know from written attestation that the Old English word for ‘uncle’
was *eam* (cognate with Dutch *oom*), and the Old English word for ‘depart’
was *afaran* (cognate with German *abfahren*). Neither survives however in
present-day English, as the words were simply replaced in Middle English
by French loanwords. The adoption of a word from a neighbouring lan-
guage to replace a native word (‘lexical borrowing’) may affect various do-
mains of the lexicon, and it does not necessarily mean that the concept de-
noted by the borrowed word was unfamiliar to the borrowing language and
the population that spoke it.

We have no written attestation of proto-Romani as it was spoken in India,
or indeed anytime before the sixteenth century. But even if Hancock were
right in his claim that the Romani words for metalwork are all Greek (in fact,
the Romani words for ‘silver’, ‘gold’, and ‘iron’—*rup, sumnakaj*, and *saster*—
are all Indic), then that would only prove that Romani replaced earlier items
in these domains by Greek loans. Romani also adopted the numerals ‘seven’,
‘eight’, and ‘nine’ from Greek—this does not suggest that the concepts were
unfamiliar to the Rom prior to their contact with Greeks.

Moreover, the comparative method is normally applied to derive conclu-
sions about pre-history, in the absence of any other source of knowledge
about the location and material culture of a population. Thus, we do not
know whether the proto-Australian language (if there was one, rather than
several) was spoken in the desert, and we do not know whether proto-Indo-
European might have been spoken in a mountainous area with lions. But we do know that metals were a familiar part of the everyday material culture of any population in tenth-century India (hunter–gatherers aside), whether they specialised in metalwork, farming, or warfare. Indeed, the fact that Romani adopted so many Greek items in this domain would suggest that metalwork was an activity domain around which Roma interacted frequently with their Greek-speaking neighbours, which could just as well confirm a Romani service economy.

Hancock continues:

Romani does have a set of words having to do with warfare, and those are of Indian origin. The words for ‘fight’, and ‘soldier’, and ‘sword’, and ‘spear’, and ‘plunder’ and ‘battle-cry’ as well as several others have been a part of the language from the very beginning. (ibid.)

Hancock does not share with us which Romani words he means, and that seriously impedes any attempt to confirm (or challenge) his argument. In fact, in several recent articles, in all of which Hancock repeats this argument, he consistently avoids any exposition of the Romani data on which he bases his assumption (see his internet website at http://radoc.net:8088/). Some clues however appear in a less recent, unpublished manuscript version (Hancock 1998). Glossed as ‘battle-cry’ we find the word čingaripe, which simply means ‘shout’; glossed as ‘sword’ we find čuri, which means ‘knife’; glossed as ‘plunder’ we find čor-, ‘to steal’. Needless to say, the mere presence of these words in Romani, even if they did denote warfare-related concepts, as Hancock wants us to believe, is no indication that the ancient Roma were a caste of warriors. By the same token, the presence of Indic words in Romani such as mang- ‘to beg’, drabar- ‘to tell fortunes’, čor- ‘to steal’, bašav- ‘to play music’, khel- ‘to dance’, or giljav- ‘to sing’ are by themselves no proof that ancient Romani culture consisted of begging, stealing, fortune-telling or playing music. Familiarity with everyday concepts, even if proven linguistically, does not mean specialisation in a particular domain of activity.

The final ‘linguistic’ argument for a warrior origin comes from the domain of Romani onomastics:

The different words too, which we use to refer to someone who is not Romani, such as gadžo or das or goro or gomi meant such things as ‘civilian’, or ‘prisoner of war’, or ‘captive’ in their original Indian forms. (ibid.)

Once again, Hancock is not precise as to which word is supposed to have meant what, but none of the words he lists has so far been found to be attest-
ed in any ancient Indian language in the meanings he suggests. Words that are cognate with *gadžo*—such as *kadža*—are attested in the dialects of numerous contemporary service-providing castes in India, as the term for ‘outsider’. They also appear in Lomavren, the Indic-based vocabulary of the Armenian Bosha peripatetics (*kadža*), and in Domari, the Indic language of the Middle Eastern Dom (*kaddža*). There is no solid etymology for the word, though Pischel (1900) derived it from the Old Indo-Aryan word *garhya* ‘domestic’. Hancock equates ‘domestic’ with ‘civilian’, in order to get from the depiction of outsiders to the counterpart insider identity of ‘warrior’.

As for *das*, it means ‘slave’ in Indo-Aryan languages, and presumably it meant that in Early Romani too, but there is no evidence that it ever meant ‘prisoner of war’. Only the Balkan Rom use *das* as a term for foreigners or non-Rom, though not just for any foreigner, but specifically for the Slavs (as opposed to the Turks/Muslims of the Balkans, who are called *koraxane*, from the Central Asian Turkic tribe name *karakhan*, and the Greeks, who are called *balame*). The origin is in a word-play, modelled on the similarity between Greek *sklavos* for ‘slave’, and *slavos* for ‘Slav’. It has nothing to do with viewing all outsiders as ‘prisoners of war’, ‘captives’, or even ‘slaves’, and so it provides no evidence that the Rom regarded themselves as warriors, as Hancock suggests.

Finally, the linguistic argument concludes:

...the presence of native Indian words in Romani for such concepts as ‘king’, ‘house’, ‘door’, ‘sheep’, ‘pig’, ‘chicken’, ‘landowner’ (*thagar*, *kher*, *vudar*, *bakro*, *balo*, *khaxni*, *raj*) and so on point to settled, rather than nomadic, peoples. (Hancock, p. 14)

Surely, such concepts were familiar to the ancestors of the Rom. But this does not contradict a peripatetic culture, as can be seen from the fact that even the artificial secret vocabularies created by peripatetic communities, such as Cant, Shelta, Rotwelsch, or Jenisch, tend to have cryptolalic formations (camouflage words) for these important, everyday agricultural–domestic resources. To name but one example, the in-group secret vocabulary of the present-day Jenisch itinerants in Unterdeufstetten in southwest Germany has *kroniggel* ‘sow’, *horebocher* ‘cow’, *lachabatsche* ‘duck’, *gachne* ‘chicken’, *bolle* ‘potatoes’, and many more. We know from our present-day contacts with these people, and from their recent history, which is documented back to the mid-eighteenth century, that they specialised in mobile services, and not in farming, and that the purpose of their in-group vocabulary was to enable secret communication when on the road.
Ultimately, however, Hancock the scholar appears to care less about maintaining his scholarly reputation, and draws instead, through the ‘we’-narrative, on his authority as an ‘insider’. Thus, in one of his recent website publications (Hancock 2004), he writes:

Surely if groups of individuals who identify themselves as Romanies seek to assert their ethnicity, and to ally themselves with other such groups similarly motivated, then this is entirely their own business, and the non-Romani anthropologists, linguists, sociologists, folklorists and others who have taken upon themselves the role of ethnic police are interfering and presumptuous at best, and are perpetuating paternalistic attitudes. I call for a new respect and a new cooperation between Romanies and gadje, and an end to the 19th century cultural colonialism that lives on in only slightly modified guise. (http://radoc.net:8088/radoc-9-ident-1.htm)

This is very much the spirit of the book under review, as well. Here too, albeit in a milder form, the agenda is more about conquering territory from mainstream scholarship, than about using solid scholarship for new insights or discoveries.

Hancock’s book is about the construction of Romani identity, a document that, more than anything, tells us how an intellectual Rom would like his people to be perceived. With its assertively academic discourse, however, it invites the reader to take the image at face value, and accept it as a scientifically proven fact. By contrast, Barany tends to take at least contemporary image representations—both by Romani activists, and by governments and international organisations—at face value, without asking for the less overt motivations, interests and processes behind them. Viewed together, the two books represent a juxtaposition of two paradigms of analysis of the Romani situation and experience.

The first is what we might call the ‘integrationist’ paradigm. It prides itself in taking a conciliatory and indeed almost forgiving attitude toward the sheer existence of Roma in Europe. Thus Barany opens his discussion by citing the Hungarian activist András Biró, saying: ‘[Biró] expressed the view I entirely concur with when he told an interviewer that “Personally I don’t especially like Gypsies . . . Neither do I hate them”’ (Barany, p. 19). With these credentials—let us call them a self-proclaimed, subdued, and reluctant tolerance of Gypsies—the integrationist view seeks to make cohabitation between Roma and non-Roma only just as bearable and endurable as necessary. Barany emphasises that he finds assimilation ‘inconceivable given Gypsy traditions, culture and history’ (ibid.). Note that the reason is one of feasibility, and not of morality or principle. He calls instead for integration,
inviting policymakers to promote it, though not without demanding radical change from the Roma: ‘Romani communities themselves must make a greater effort to reduce their marginality—an effort that in some instances may involve a reappraisal of long-standing traditions’ (ibid.). The integrationist view is that both Roma and majority society should drop demarcation lines. Being Roma should be just an origin, immaterial to occupation, schooling, or political participation. Integration means no discrimination, but also no autonomous space. For Barany, the degree of integration is a test case for the democracy of a regime, but also for the realism of Gypsy leadership. This is quite similar to the political line propagated by PER, and of course by activists such as Biró.

The second paradigm is what we might call ‘separatist’. It emphasises difference, uniqueness, and separateness as core values. Separateness and distinctness are certainly core values in traditional Romani communities. It is well-known that Roma are often protective of their language and cultural values, and are reluctant to share them with outsiders, or to codify them in a way that might compromise them. Self-imposed demarcations appear in the domains of work and participation in institutions, among others. This has been noted and interpreted in numerous studies. To name but a few, both Stewart (1997) and Gay-y-Blasco (1999) have questioned the existence of Romani historicity and so ethnicity in the conventional sense, Tauber (2004) has pointed out the absence of a Romani material culture that would be vulnerable to direct attack by the Gaje, as well as the internal functionality assigned to school attendance (as a place to familiarise oneself with the Gaje, rather than a place to acquire an education). Sutherland (1975) outlined the functionalisation of Gaje institutions such as welfare benefits, and Okely (1983) even challenged the relevance of territorial origin, language and politics to Gypsy everyday culture (and, going beyond that, even questioned the accuracy of mainstream descriptions of Romani language and origins).

The separatist narrative represented by Hancock differs from traditional Romani separateness in that it seeks to accommodate Romani values within a presentational paradigm that is borrowed from the world of Gaje institutions and norms: an official historiography, political offices, and other symbols of modern nationalism. The title of the book itself represents just this combination of an outsider paradigm for the depiction of the demarcated, separate self. Hancock has chosen a bilingual title: *We are the Romani people. Ame sam e Romane džene*. But the Romani part is a literal translation and appears foreign to any native speaker of Romani, for the word
*džene* in Romani means ‘persons, individuals’, but not ‘people’ in the sense of ‘nation’ or ‘folk’. The proper translation of the phrase into Romani would be simply *ame sam e řom* ‘we are the Rom’. The Romani title, like much of the content of the book, is a hybrid: Romani content in a Gajo presentational framework.

Contrary to Hancock’s web-page polemics, mainstream Romani studies has in the recent two to three decades largely moved away from past romanticism, and on to a rational paradigm of analysis, one which invites an interdisciplinary approach to accompany the strict application of discipline-centred methodology in the various fields of investigation. Many of the barriers that have existed until recently—for instance between the social anthropologist view of Romani predominantly as a socio-economic grouping, and the linguistic view that stresses language and other aspects of culture as markers of ethnicity and ancient origins—are giving way to more differentiated models. There is no doubt that the transformations of Romani society since the early 1990s, more frequent encounters between scholars and Romanies, and growing involvement of Romanies in scholarship and other institutional activities, have contributed to this development.

The clash between the ‘integrationist’ and ‘separatist’ paradigms is a product of this new reality. The integrationist approach could only evolve out of the sober, technical pursuit of reform that takes the Romani issue seriously, but is not involved emotionally and makes no pledge of loyalty to the Roma. It refutes the deterministic view of Romani society as non-reformable, but links the chances of cohabitation to this reform. Its analytical method is answerable only to evaluation criteria that are independent of the study of Romani communities, and not tailored to them. The separatist approach capitalises on the attention and the legitimacy granted to, and acquired by, Roma during the past decade. It regards scholarship as an instrument of representation that could help reform the majority, and is therefore answerable to the interests of Romani representation, and not to any independent yardstick of academia. It is the Orientalism-challenge of Romani studies.

A growing number of young scholars will recognise an opportunity in applying sober, theoretical models to the Roma in a variety of academic fields, with no emotional ties. Likewise, more and more young scholars, both Roma and non-Roma, are exposed and attracted to the moral, emotional self-emancipation narrative of the minority in the face of the historical injustice that it has endured. The two paradigms are likely to stay with us for quite some time.
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Reviewed by Michael Stewart

The riots (some might prefer to see them as a small scale uprising) that broke out amongst Roma in eastern Slovakia in early 2004 surely mark a new phase in the relationship of the impoverished Roma and the post communist state. While Slovak politicians were quick to blame the violence on the 
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coordinated efforts of usurious money lenders (who, it was said, feared the loss of income consequent on a 50 per cent reduction in benefit payments to their debtors), others might point to the way that the Slovak government had tried to legitimate the welfare reform to its own non-Romany voters as an attack on Romany ‘scroungers’ and ‘welfare-spongers.’ The refusal to pay child benefit beyond the fourth child had been frequently and explicitly justified as an anti-Romany measure. Little wonder that Roma felt the reform was a racialised and personally targeted attack on their communities and that some of them responded in outrage and fury. As far as I know this is the first time that Roma anywhere in Europe have engaged in this form of mass protest with which western Europeans and north Americans are more familiar. Whether the explosive release of frustration of this sort becomes a pattern or whether the Slovak state can find new ways of dealing with the multiple social exclusion their Roma face is a question left open by the book in hand.

Michal Vašečka and his team at the Slovak Institute of Public affairs are to be congratulated for producing what I think must count as the most comprehensive English language survey of the Romany population of any east European country. The book has a total of thirty five short chapters, which range in coverage from broad historical surveys (1200–1750 and 1750–1918 are the time spans of the first two chapters) through ethnographic reports (the chapter on the religious life of the Roma by Milan Kováč is noteworthy for its presentation of original research material) to a series of detailed, often statistically based studies on Romany presence in Slovakia. Here we find, for instance, discussions of demography at the national level but also an attempt at an interpretation of changes in Romany family and household structures; other chapters provide a look at the presentation of the Roma in political debates and a study of discriminatory practices in various public spheres, to mention just a few. In all, this book aims to provide policy makers, NGOs, activists and anyone concerned with the future of Slovakia’s Romany population a basic framework for understanding the current situation and the challenges faced today. And at this level it works very well indeed.

A chapter on Roma in the education system gives a flavour of the range that this book aims for. Sylvia Rigova and Eva Končikova, two of the foremost advocates and proponents of educational reform to benefit Romany kids, (as well as three other authors) provide an authoritative survey of the current treatment of Roma. While 30,000 Slovak children attend kindergarten aged four, only 700 Romany children in the whole country receive this
crucial opportunity to prepare themselves for school and the proportion of Romany kids barely improves in the final two years of preschool. We are also given a clear description of the various institutions in which Roma are educated—the special schools it appears are almost entirely a regional speciality of eastern Slovakia and the area around Prešov—and, finally, a presentation of the various innovative efforts to improve Romany educational outcomes. The authors, however, point out that all of these are donor funded NGO projects and that despite all the successes especially of foundation year projects 'no social or political will has been created to integrate zeros grades into educational legislation.'

Indeed, the general lesson of the book, if one can draw out one single point is that, as Michal Vašečka puts it in a forceful conclusion, the form of ethnic and cultural self identification that has characterised Slovak public culture in the past century provides the primary obstacle to dealing with social difference, and the primary source of the 'racist paradox' that at the same time as many, maybe most, Roma had culturally assimilated their social, cultural and symbolic exclusion by the majority had only intensified.

There is really too much in this mini encyclopedia of the Slovak Roma to be conveyed in a short review. So, just a few highlights: Vaňo and Havíarová provide a fascinating account of broad demographic changes dashing once and for all the wild and unfounded prognoses of population explosion among Slovak Roma and demonstrating that in fact the rate of growth of the Romany population has been in decline since 1981 and since 1998 has, like most European populations, entered the zone of absolute decline. There is a fascinating pair of chapters by Vašečka and Jurásková, respectively, on majority attitudes to Roma and Roma to the majority, from which a systematic difference between the two populations emerges. While 58 per cent of the majority assess the mutual relationship as rather bad or worse, only 15 per cent (sic!) of Roma feel the same way and, extraordinarily 54 per cent assert the opposite. Though their explanation (that Roma have good relationships with their immediate neighbours and overgeneralise this personal experience) may be far from the whole story, the data itself is clearly very thought provoking. In a similar vein they point out that between 71 per cent and 92 per cent of Roma would be happy to have a Slovak in-law—though sadly we do not get to see the range of Slovak views about intermarriage. And finally, Šebesta’s paper on political participation of Roma which provides the sobering assessment that the chances of Roma qualifying for parliamentary seats without co-operating with a non-Roma party are nil. Šebesta shows,
through three short case studies, that Roma do participate in elections with turnout as high as 51 per cent in some areas, but that much more needs to be done, especially by the mainstream parties, to integrate Romany concerns into their platforms. Where they have done so, as in those regions with an active Hungarian party which calls on the Roma’s cultural links with Hungarian speakers, they have proven partially successful.

It would be dishonest not to say here that despite this well deserved and fulsome praise, there remain serious problems and weaknesses in the text, in particular with regard to internal Romany social structure and self understandings. Jurásková’s chapter mentioned earlier, for instance, makes a spurious distinction between the ‘highest class’ composed of Vlach Roma, the middle class of ‘Romungers’ (sic!), [i.e. ‘Romungros,’] and the lowest class of ‘the poorest Roma living in settlements’ who appear here to lack an ethnonym. In fact the Romany middle class in Slovakia is rather diversified and includes some Slovak Roma, so-called Romungros and speakers of Vlach Romany dialects. And one finds the same people or, rather, linguistic variations—for this is the marker that in fact is being used—in settlements across the country. Likewise there is an unfortunate tendency to reproduce some of the wilder formulations current in local scholarly discourse (such as the claim that Indic Varna classifications and understandings can be observed among Slovak Roma), and, worse, sloppy claims that 46 per cent of Roma children are born out of wedlock (while properly speaking this percentage refers to state sanctioned marriage, many of the couples involved being married in emic terms). Most problematic is a tendency in several of the papers to stress the supposed ‘ethnic characteristics’ of social structures (e.g. family forms) found amongst Roma. However, this represents only one tendency in a diverse collection. On the positive side, in contrast to so many eastern European English language texts, this one is presented in flawless and entirely unambiguous English.

Michal Vašečka has in the past written about the imminent formation of a vast underclass of Slovak Roma and used some of the less impressive elements of the Culture of Poverty model to discuss Romany immiseration. This collection, and his own contributions here, mark what I presume is a major change in his approach. It is heartening to see the man who is probably the leading sociological scholar in this field in Slovakia, and a man with a very considerable presence as a social commentator in Slovak public life, move forward in such a radical direction.

Reviewed by Birgit Igla

The monograph by Hristo Kyuchukov, *A short description of the Romani language in Bulgaria*, which appears as the first issue of ‘Biblioteka Romska Lingvistika’, presents itself as a ‘first modest attempt to systematize the Romani language in Bulgaria by presenting the different dialects of Romani comparatively’ (p. 11) (all translations from Bulgarian are mine—BI). One aim of the elaboration is ‘to facilitate teaching in Romani’. The book is meant for ‘philologists, educators, teachers and anybody interested in Romani.’ It consists of two main parts and a supplement (‘Romani alphabet’, ‘Short thematic vocabulary’, ‘Texts in Romani’). The three chapters of the first part comprise ‘Remarks on the historical development of Romani’, ‘General characteristics of the Romani dialects’, and ‘Attempts at standardization of Romani’. The second part (pp. 51–171), which is the main part of the book, is a grammar (phonetics, morphology) of Romani. Romani examples are given in a Latin transliteration which by and large corresponds to the scripts used in recent publications (č, š, ž, čh, kh, ph, th; y = [ә]).

The goal of systematizing the Romani language in Bulgaria is quite ambitious and comes slightly as a surprise since the diversity of Romani dialects in the country is notorious. Of course, more than forty years ago Kiril Kostov used a similar title for his dissertation on Romani (*Grammatik der Zigeunersprache Bulgariens*). However, this was mostly a grammar of Sofia Erli, which Kostov regarded as the most representative dialect of the country.

Kyuchukov includes examples from several dialects in his synopsis, but without providing an explanation as to which dialect his description is based on. Is it a specific dialect, is it an ‘ideal’ dialect, or still, is it a reconstruction of Proto-Romani? At times it is hardly recognizable whether a variation in given forms reflects dialectal differences or comes as a result of phonetic processes.

The small book consists of (1) general information about the Romani language, (2) a description of the phonetic and the grammatical system and (3) a supplement, which contains—among other things—texts in differ-
ent Romani dialects. In its descriptive part the book includes abundant in-
formation from the domains of historical linguistics and dialectology. This
might be quite attractive for a popular introduction, but, unfortunately, the
author has allowed for many of mistakes and inaccuracies in all areas of lin-
guistics. Let us mention some of them.

In the introduction it is stated that the Roma descend from groups in
Punjab and Rajastan where ‘Sanskrit, Hindi, Gujarati and Punjabi were spo-
ken’ (p. 18). Ranking Sanskrit with Modern Indic languages can in no way be
justified. It is understandable that a book of this size cannot provide precise
information, yet it should try to avoid wrong and misleading information.

According to Kyuchukov the ancestors of the Roma are to be found in a
group called ‘drom’ (p. 19). The explanation that follows does not allow the
reader to establish if the author suggests a new etymology of ‘Rom’ or if this
is a misprint. A persistent mistake is ‘Domavren’ (instead of ‘Lomavren’) for
the language of the Armenian Lom.

In chapter II.1 Kyuchukov explicitly points to the fact that neither the re-
ligious affiliation nor the profession formerly practised are indicators of the
linguistic specificity of a given dialect. However, in the dialectal division that
follows a group ‘Horahane’ appears as one of three subgroups of which the
‘Balkan’ group consists. The Balkan group is opposed to Vlah. The linguis-
tic (!) subgroup of ‘Horahane’ is said to include the dialects of several dif-
ferent groups which have undergone Turkish influence (p. 36)—loanwords
can hardly be taken as a criterion of linguistic classification. ‘Horahane’ is a
widespread self-appellation used by completely different linguistic groups.
Obviously, the author has become a victim of the difficulties which he earl-
ier tried to explain.

According to the author the vowels ü and ö (probably [y] and [ø]) that
were borrowed from Turkish in some dialects are ‘back vowels’ (p. 55). Stu-
dents of phonetics might be somewhat confused to say the least. In the same
way, the classification of h and x as voiced and unvoiced fricatives respec-
tively (p. 56) will be hardly acceptable to phoneticians. Since a phonetic clas-
sification is not provided for most of the other sounds it would have been
wiser to do without the former rather than giving wrong information.

Sporadically, the phonetic part includes references to diachrony. For ex-
ample the author explains the s–h alternation as due to Greek influence,
which has subsequently triggered the development h > s (p. 59). Though this
simplistic explanation may be adequate for teaching purposes it is not only
oversimplified, but simply wrong.
The aspirate /čh/ is given both as čh [tʃʰ] and čš [tʃʃ]. The sound čš [tʃʃ] is said to be characteristic of the dialect of the Erlides of Sofia (p. 60). But, unfortunately, its value is not ultimately explained: is it the regular allophonic realisation of čh in the dialect of the Erlides of Sofia or does it occur merely in random distribution? At one point (p. 60) it is referred to as a consonant cluster. From the examples given one can deduce that čš [tʃʃ] etymologically corresponds to čh [tʃʰ]. However, the alternations between čš and čh and the sporadically unaspirated č that occurs in the fairy tale from Sofia in the supplement (bičalgjas–bičšaljan, ačol–ačšol or lačhes–lačipe–lačšipnasa)—provided the latter are not misprints—leave the reader with unanswered questions concerning the status of čš.

On page 69 the author gives the forms of the definite article (nominative) in different dialects. For Kalderash his paradigm is le rom–le roma and la romni–la romnja, in contradiction with all hitherto known dialects of Kalderash which have: o rom–(l)e roma and e (i) romni–(l)a romnja. In the chapter on comparison we read (p. 89): ‘The superlative [. . .] is formed with the particle naj- (from Bulg. naj-).’ And it reads on: ‘This particle in some dialects is pronounced maj (in the Kalderash dialect).’ Mai, as is known, however, is a comparative particle of Rumanian origin.

Concerning the long and short forms of the possessive pronoun one finds the following statement: ‘The possessive pronouns, too, have long and short forms. The short forms are identical with those of the personal pronouns in the dative case.’ (p. 101.) This statement, which comes as a surprise to scholars of Romani, is, however, completely correct—for Bulgarian (and other Balkan languages).

‘Romani has lost its old (re)narrative mood’ (p. 145): The reader is amazed: did Romani ever have a narrative mood? Quite a simple explanation is offered in this case. Compare the following passage in Kyuchukov with the unpublished dissertation by Kiril from 1963 (left in the original German).

Kyuchukov (2003: 145)
The language has lost its old (re)narrative mood, but its meaning is expressed with the help of other means.

Kostov (1963: 103)
Die Sprache hat den alten Konjunktiv verloren, aber sie kann ihn durch andere Ausdrucksmittel wiedergeben

Elsewhere an illustration of the renarrative mood is given:
Kyuchukov (2003: 135)
In some dialects (for example in the dialect of the Roma from Sliven) [...] Examples: phirim-li (they say, that I have gone); garagjas-li (they say, that he has hidden); mukli-li-la (they say, that they have left her).

Kostov (1963: 123)

It can easily be seen that the text of the two passages is identical apart from the fact that Kostovs ‘Konjunktiv’ corresponds to ‘narrative’ in Kyuchukov. Although there exist some points of contact, ‘(re)narrative’—as it is known in Bulgarian—and ‘Konjunktiv’ are two terms that should be kept apart. Elsewhere we find a similar coincidence in the texts (Kostov 1963: 36, Kyuchukov 2003: 147), but this time ‘Konjunktiv’ in Kostov is rendered as ‘conditional mood’ in Kyuchukov. Thus, if the text was meant as a translation from Kostov the translation would be questionable. However, the author does not claim that the text is a translation, not here or in any other of the numerous places that fully correspond to Kostov’s text.

Occasionally the Bulgarian translations of Romani examples contain mistakes which may be explained by the fact that the translation was made not from Romani but from German:

Kyuchukov (2003: 159) Kostov (1963: 147)
paš pe phralen (при неговите []) братя—[pri negovite bratja] ['alongside his (i.e. someone else’s) brothers']—BI
paš pe phralen ‘bei seinen Brüdern’ ['alongside his (ambiguous) brothers']—BI

Romani pe is the short form of the reflexive possessive—but like English, for example, German does not have a reflexive possessive (either in a long or in a short form). Bulgarian, however, has reflexive possessive pronouns appearing in a long and short form (свои–svoj and cu–si) and, therefore, allows for an exact translation from Romani into Bulgarian: при братята си (pri bratjata si) ‘alongside his [own] brothers’.

Sometimes Kyuchukov’s otherwise exactly parallel text presents inaccuracies that are not in Kostov. On page 116, for instance, he derives words from Hindi whereas Kostov suggests a comparison with that language:
According to their ending the verbs of the first class are divided in two subgroups:

1. Ending in vowel

Examples:

**da** - (to give) from hindi *denā*;
**dža** - (to go) from hindi *žānā* (!)
**xa** - (to eat) from hindi *khānā*

Most amazing are the coincidences of Kyuchukov's text with Kostov's in instances where examples are listed. In such cases, not only are the examples given by Kyuchukov identical with those given by Kostov in 1963, but also the order is the same in both texts. Examples of whole sentences are reproduced literally in Kyuchukov 2003:

Kyuchukov (2003: 161)

Subordinating conjunctions

[...]

*Pučena les ko si katar si* (they ask him who he is and where he is from).

[...]

*Ka džanes kaj ame sinjam but benga čhave* (you must know that we are very cunning boys).

In the thematic vocabulary Hristo Kyuchukov once more proves a seasoned translator from German. One might mistake the English text for a translation from Kostov’s German text—it is, however, an English translation of Kyuchukov’s Bulgarian text. Even without understanding German, one is impressed by the coincidence in the order of the examples:

Kyuchukov (2003: 181–3)

The Romani language has separated a hundred years ago from the great family of modern Indo-Aryan lan-

Kostov (1963: 151)

Subordinierende Konjunktionen.

[...]

*phučena les ko si katar si* ‘sie fragen ihn, wer und woher er ist’;

[...]

*ka džanes, kaj ame sinjam but benga čhave* ‘du sollst wissen, daß wir sehr durchtriebene Burschen sind’
guages, but it still has preserved elements of the original basic vocabulary. The study of the vocabulary of Romani irrefutably proves that the Gypsies are of Indian origin. [...] In order to characterize the inherited words in the Romani language, examples of the following groups of concepts will be given here:

1. Nature
phuv - earth, /bhumi - 1/; pani - water, /paniya/; balval - wind, /from vata/; brišind - rain, /varsana/, iv - snow, /hima/; tatipe - heat, /or tapta/; šil - cold, /sitala/; nilaj - summer, /nidagha/; ivend - winter, /he-manta; del - sky, /devata/; kham - sun, /gharma/; čhon - moon, /prakr. jonha/; dies - day, /divasa/; rat - night, /ratri/ and so on.

2. Plants and animals
[...]
3. Man (body and occupation)
[...]
4. Work and tools
[...]
Agriculture:
[...]
Cattle breeding:
[...]
Handicraft:
[...]
5. Home, family and society
[...]
6. Religion
[...]
Although the mentioned words represent a small part of the inherited words in the lexicon of the Romani language, they still give an impression of its relation with the Modern Indic languages. On closer inspection of the basic vocabulary one can establish that the Roma on their migration to the west have lost many of the original words, which denote widely common objects and concepts.

Obgleich die obengenannten Wörter einen kleinen Teil der Erbwörter im Wortschatz des Zigeunerischen darstellen, können sie dennoch ein richtiges Bild seiner Verwandtschaft mit den neuindischen Sprachen geben. Bei näherer Betrachtung des Grundwortschatzes läßt sich feststellen, daß die Zigeuner auf ihren Wanderwegen nach dem Westen viele ursprüngliche Wörter, die ganz gewöhnliche Dinge und Begriffe bezeichnen, vergessen haben. […]

Only a small portion of the copied parts has been reproduced here—as a matter of fact the greater part of chapters 5–10 (morphology) has literal correspondencies in Kostov’s dissertation (1963). Of course, in one way or another every scholar profits from ideas of others; maybe it is just a question of old-fashioned conventions to insist on their being marked as such and not presenting them as our own.

All in all the book contains a lot of information put within little space, it is written in an interesting manner and, thus, can be easily followed by laymen and beginners in Romani (except for the historical references that are more appropriate for a dissertation). Learners should, however, be advised to maintain utmost caution, due to the loose handling the book shows towards common knowledge in the field of Romani Studies.

It is to be appreciated that nowadays Romani is taught on a larger scale in Bulgaria at the University of Veliko Tarnovo. No doubt, it is exactly a general introduction to Romani studies that is needed just at this moment. The book under review has probably been written in order to satisfy this need. After careful perusal one is left in doubt about the benefit the book provides for the education of future teachers, who can still profit from the—albeit short—bibliography the book contains at the end.
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